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The Common Sense of Regional Planning
The Future of Camden-Philadelphia Metropolitan District.
By HOWARD STRONG, Director, Committee on Regional Planning
for the Metropolitan District.

Political subdivisions fall before economic and social the centers of our great cities is a most wholesome tenadvance. Camden, Wilmington and Philadelphia are in dency, giving better living conditions and greater freedom
separate States, and are of course, independent commun- for industrial activity, provided the territory for which it
ities, but they have many interests in common, and many is destined, be adequately prepared for it, before it comes.
of their problems can be solved only by common attack. If on the other hand, this development is allowed to flow
Industrial and port development, traffic provision, hous- upon these smaller centers unprepared, the great center
ing facilities, the problem of land values, living conditions, of population, PhiladeIphia-Camden, will be handicapped
all these and many more elements of community life are by the same sort of unwholesome, inefficient, sordid and
each day coming to be more and more inter-related. The unlovely satellites that can be found about Pittsburgh and
Delaware River has, for more than a hundred years, been some other great cities, whose growth has come upon them
sort of a Chinese Wall between Philadelun-awares.
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growth of those cities as communication
population, of the highway and transporwith the population center has been develtation provisions which are to be made
oped, as for instance, Brooklyn, Jersey City or Newark, for the future, of the park and playground, and recreation
she may ask herself whether her planning measures up to facilities, of its future housing and industrial needs, and
only as it shall seek to solve these problems, by a single
the greatness which the future has in store for her.
Will downtown Camden be ready to serve as the throbb- program, with a common purpose, that it shall be prepared
ing center of a mighty region? Or when this growth for the great demands of the future when they shall come.
comes, will Camden find her business district with the
The Camden Bridge will be the greatest factor in insame congestion, the same lack of freedon in movement, creasing and spreading the population in South Jersey.
the same inefficiency in business service, that are to be With this movement will come a centralization of business
found in the center of Philadelphia, New York, Chicago with its attending traffic problem and public transportaSaint Louis, Boston and the other great cities of the tion problem. Look about you at the cities of Philadelphia, Newark, and New York and .one can envision the
country?
Are the outlying towns, which one day must become a future problems of Camden. Before it is too late definite
social and economic, if not a political part of Camden it- steps should be taken on a program of regional planning
self, even as Merion, Upper Darby, Narberth and Over- not alone by the city of Camden but by and with the cobrook have an economic identity with Philadelphia, are operation of the adjoining suburban communities.
If the people of Camden and Philadelphia, and the
these towns being prepared for the development which is
bound to come upon them? Will they be ready to meet region round about, are to be worthy citizens of a great
and care for the great decentralization movement, the in- metropolitan area, they must learn to think in metropolidustrial and suburban development which is taking place tan terms. They must envision themselves not only as
citizens of today, but as carrying a responsibility for, and
around every great population center.
This movement of industry and population away^rom having a part in molding that greater city of the future.

